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Saint-Gobain Corporation (SGC) provides the following comments on the Federal Trade 
Commission's ("FTC") Guides 1(11' the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims ("Guides"). 
SGC has more than 180 manufacturing facilities and 150 distribution locations in the United 
States. SGC is part of Compagnie de Saint-Gobain Corporation which has more than 1.000 
manufacturing facilities in 54 different countries. Many of the products that sac manutactures 
in the United States arc consumer products. Accordingly. SGC is interested in the FTC's efforts 
to review its Guides. 

The greatest challenge that the FTC may lace in its review is the extent to which it is willing to 
broaden the reach of its Guides. As is discussed in greater detail throughout these comments. the 
FTC may once have stood alone as the resource of what environmental claims could or could not 
be made. But now it is in vogue to market a product as being environmentally friendly resulting 
in "green marketing" itself becoming a market. As more and more groups and industries 
promote themselves as the resource for what environmental claims can be made. unless the FTC 
acts to strengthen the reach and authority of the Guides. they will be just one of many resources 
people can turn to for guidance on how to market a "green" product. 

Many studies have concluded that the consumers' interest in buying green has only just begun. 
As a result. those that have attempted to set themselves and/or their groups up as the resource for 
\vhat environmental claims can be made will likely grow unless the FTC or the government acts 
to l:stablish one set of standards as the resourCl: for making environmental claims. 

SGCs comments are provided to the Issues ft.Jr Comment identified by the FTC. The issues 
helm,v are numbered as they are in the FTC's Fl:dcral Rl:gister notice. hut because SGC is not 
responding to all of the issues. the issues below are not consecutively numhered. 

ISSUES FOR COMMENT 

A. General Issues 

( I ) Is there a continuing need for the Guides? Why or whv not? 

FTC Act was promulgated in 1914. The Al:t authorizes the FTC to regulate and. as necessary. 
enf()rcc with regard to "dcl:cptivc'" and "untair" acts or practices. These words may appear to he 
easily understood. hut there are many factors' that must be considered in order to determine if an 

I Claims are to be viewed from a reasonable consumer. Advertisers must substantiate their claims, whether express 
or implied that a consumer might reasonably take away from an ad. If a claim is truthful only certain circumstances, 



advertising claim is deceptive or unfair. Depending upon the reach of the Guides, there may be 
some risk to advertisers if FTC requirements and guidance are not t()llowed. Therefore, SGC 
urges the FTC to cautiously review the changes that it makes to the Guides. 

While the Guides are not enforceable regulations, they do offer a "safe harbor" for advertisers 
that follow the Guides. The Guides do discuss what green marketing claims are legal and illegal. 
However, to date the Guides seem to have limited their reach to how products and packaging can 
be marketed as recyclable, containing recycled content, biodegradable, compostable, or ozone 
sate or friendly. By now consumers are generally aware of the meaning of these words. That is 
not likely the case with the words and phrases that are being used today to market and describe 
products as green. Some of these words include carbon credits, RECs, carbon neutral, anything 
"ceo", such as eco-friendly, and anything with the word "green" in the promotion. But. 
marketing is not just about words, visual images are also being used to promote "green" 
products. 

I\s more and more emphasis is placed on buying green, the list of words and images will grow. 
All of these words and images are designed to do one thing, influence a consumer. The 
manufacturer may want the consumer to purchase their product or buy stock in their company. 
No matter what the manufacturer's specific agenda is, the goal is to influence the consumer in a 
way that benelits the manufacturer. Since the attempt to influence is being done through the use 
of green marketing claims, e.g., through the use of words or symbols, to the extent those words 
or symbols result in deceptive or unfair acts or practices it is the FTC's responsibility to regulate 
and, as necessary, enforce its Guides. For if not the FTC. then who? Who will regulate the 
claims that have been and will continue to be made. and who will insure that the consumer is 
protected against deceptive and unfair acts and practices? 

Moreover, consumers make critical comparisons among competing products and frequently they 
base their choice on each product's claims of environmental characteristics. Hence. it is 
imperative that consumers get accurate, truthful, and reliable information about the 
environmental impact of all products. Therefore, application of these Guides to all consumer 
products should continue. 

The Guides encourage the free flow of non-deceptive product information, which benefits both 
consumers and product promoters. Without reliable marketing guides, consumers would fall 
victim to an array of deceptive and misleading claims. More importantly, promoters of 
environmental attributes of products would have no authoritative standards by which to guide 
their marketing claims. The Guides establish strict guidelines for truthfulness and accuracy for 
manufacturers and advertisers. and the consumer benefits enormously from that standard of 
accountability. 

Because consumer interest in "green" issues is influencing consumers' purchasing decisions, it is 
important that the Guides respond to today's challenges and to consumer perceptions about 
environmental claims that are being made. As such, SGC strongly urges the FTC to not only 
maintain. but upgrade the reach and authority of its Guides. 

advertisers must qualify the claim. Finally. a clear and conspicuous disclosure is needed to ensure a claim is not 
deceptive. 
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The FTC should also consider the authority of the Guides. This is important because even with 
the (Juides in place. product manufacturers. such as those in the insulation and building product 
areas. an~ making environmental claims that are deceptive and confusing. SGC has found the 
(juides useful in challenging the appropriateness of competitors' claims to help ensure that 
products compete on a level playing field. When challenging certain types of claims. SGC often 
uses the Guides to illustrate that a particular claim is not appropriate. Without the (juides. such 
assertions would not be possible. The Guides provide an essential and effective tool for each 
industry to police itself with both their general information and "safe harbors" for certain 
environmental claims. The Guides therefore discourage misleading and unsupportable 
environmental claims while at the same time promote legitimate and useful environmental 
information to he conveyed to consumers. 

SGC is troubled. however. by the large proliferation of guidelines and standards similar to the 
('uides. These competing guidelines have set their own definitions of what constitutes "green" 
or environmentally preferable products. Such guidelines and policies emanate from various 
agem:ies within the Federal government. and many state and local governments. Add to the 
governmental guidelines the large number of public interest groups generating green standards 
and the result is too many chiefs with no one leading the way. This cannot continue. It is 
virtually impossible to keep up with the number of guidelines and standards on what is green or 
environmentally preferable. The lack of a consistent set of guidelines and standards harms 
industry and consumers. The FTC needs to emerge as the sole chief for setting guidelines and 
standards f()f what are appropriate green environmental marketing claims. 

Instead of providing clarity and greater understanding. these conllicting and competing 
guidelines and standards generate confusion. Some of them endorse or promote specific brands 
or types of products rather than provide generic or unbiased. source-based guidance. ]n this 
instance. more does not mean better. A single. authoritative. and consistent voice is what is 
needed. SGC believes that the FTC has the expertise and experience to regulate and oversee 
these types of advertising issues. SGC strongly urges the FTC to establish its Guides as the 
preeminent authority on these issues. By establishing exclusive jurisdiction on these matters. the 
FTC will help to alleviate the confusing and conflicting guides that are competing in the 
marketplace. 

(2)	 What benefits have the Guides provided to consumers'? What evidence supports 
the asserted benefits'? 

Since the Guides arc generally followed hy advertisers and promoters of environmental claims. 
the consumer is provided with more accurate information and able to make better decisions when 
evaluating products individually or comparing them. 
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(3)	 What modifications, if any, should be made to the Guides to increase their 
benefits to consumers? (a) What evidence supports your proposed modifications? 
(b) How would these modifications affect the costs the Guides impose on 
businesses. and in particular on small businesses? (el How would these 
modi fieations afTect the benefits to consumers? 

While the Guides have been helpful in getting businesses to make clearer. less deceptive 
environmental marketing claims and thereby promote consumer understanding of. and 
confidence in, such claims, some producers still provide misleading and inaccurate information 
in advertising and package labels. To strengthen the Guides, the FTC should address the specific 
situations identified in SGC's response to Question 15 that illustrate environmental claims that 
are deceptive or confusing. 

(4)	 What impact have the Guides had on the flow of truthful information to 
consumers and on the flow of deceptive information to consumers? 

As discussed throughout SGC's comments, the Guides have set parameters within which 
responsible environmental claims may be asserted. Because environmental attributes of products 
have become an important and common issue in promotional campaigns, the Guides provide a 
standard by which individual businesses and their competitors' claims can be measured. SGC 
consults the Guides in developing promotional material and abide by the direction given in the 
Guides. SGC has also been able to challenge competitors on the soundness of their 
environmental claims by using the Guides. SGC believes its experience has been similar to those 
of many other companies who market to consumers. As a result, SGC strongly believes that the 
Guides help promote fair competition. 

(8)	 Please provide any evidence that has become available since 1998 concerning 
consumer interest in particular environmental issues. Does this new information 
indicate that the Guides should be modified? If so why, and how? If not why 
not? 

Various surveys over the past several years have demonstrated that there are an increasing 
number of consumers who are concerned about climate change and state that they are willing to 
modify their purchasing and lifestyle choices.2 Consumers International conducted a survey in 
2007 that prompted them to conclude that "ethical consumerism" has come of age. The specific 
findings of Consumers International may be of interest to the FTC. In a consumer survey of 

I Makower J. (2007), Earth Day and the Polling of America (2007) 
makowcr.typepad.com/joel_makower/2007/04/earth_day_and .I.html; Lippincott Mercer (2006) Serving the Climate 
Change Conscious Consumer . wW\Y.J.heci irnategro@.org/index.php/news and events/news and cOl1lnH~nti 

!l.t;W research se.rving the climate conscious consumer!; Landor Associates (2007), ImagePowcr® Green Brands 
Survey www.landor.coml?do· cNews.news&storvid" 507; Jon Dee (2007), First Annual World Environment 
Review Poll Reveals Britons Want Government to Take Strong Actions on Climate Change . 
www.sollrcewire.. com!rcleases/rcl displav.php'!rclid"3177I&hilitc. Energy Savings Trust (2007), Green Barometer. 
Measuring Environmental Attitude yvww.energysavingtrllst.org.uk/uploads/docurnents/abolltest/Green 
Barometer. Web(spread).pdf. 
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people in the United States and the United Kingdom during 2007, the following findings were 
reached:' 

•	 Consumers in the US and UK arc concerned about global warming and arc ready to take 
responsibility for their personal consumer choices that may contribute to global warming. 

•	 The majority of consumers have already done something about reducing their energy 
consumption by buying various energy efficient products. 

•	 Consumers want more information from businesses about how they address the climate 
impacts of their products. Sixty percent of consumers in both the US and UK want more 
product-based information at the point of sale. 

•	 Consumers say they want more independent assurance of product information. Seventy 
percent of survey respondents in the US and UK said that climate change claims should 
be proven by independent parties. 

Public opinion research on global warming conducted by American Environics for the Nathan 
Cummings Foundation found that 82 percent of survey respondents believe that global warming 
exists and that seventy percent believe that solutions to the problem should be found. 4 These 
EcoPinion Survey results confirm that consumers are concerned about global warming, and that 
consumers want to buy green and conserve energy. The EcoPinion Survey also reveals that a 
gap in communications somctimes frustrates consumer's stated intentions. For example. the 
survey !'ound the following:~ 

•	 Consumers do not know the difference between energy conservation and energy 
efficiency. 

•	 Only a small percentage of survey respondents thought energy efficiency was connected 
with saving money or cutting down fuels costs. 

•	 Other energy efficiency and green terms were confusing or not understood by consumers. 

These surveys document that a significant new awareness of environmental issues related to 
climate change has grabbed the attention of consumers, and that those consumers are actually 
seeking the ways and means to take personal responsibility for their contribution to climate 
change. But the surveys also demonstrate that there is confusion and uncertainty with regard to a 
number of environmental issues and claims. These survey results theretore confirm that there is 
a continued need for the FTC Guides and for their expansion to cover terms and concepts not 
before the consumer in 1998. 

, AccountAbility. "What Assures Consumcrs on Climate Changc') Switching on Citizcn Power," Consumcrs 
International. June ~()()7. pp. 9-1~.	 . . 

Amcrican Environics. "Energy Attitudes," The National Cummings Foundation:Summer 2007, pp. 1-2. 
, Dana Cogar, "EcoPinion: Survey Report .- The Green(Jap: Communication and language," Ecoalign, November 
2007, p. I. 
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(9)	 What benefits, if any, have the Guides provided to businesses, and in particular to 
small businesses? What evidence supports the asserted benefits? 

As indicated in the response to Question 4 above, the Guides have benefited businesses in 
st:vcral ways. First, the Guides established reasonable and understandable parameters in which 
to formulate, develop, and disseminate marketing materials that feature environmental attributes 
of specific products. The Guides have been particularly useful to small businesses by enabling 
them to develop appropriate marketing claims while also making them less dependent on legal 
counselor other third parties to review advertising copy before it is published. As another 
benefit to all businesses. advertisers who consult neither the Guides nor legal counselor just 
ignore its obligations. the Guides provide an industry a basis upon which to challenge and police 
the environmental claims of such careless and unethical advertisers. 

(10)	 What modifications, if any, should be made to the Guides to increase their 
benefits to businesses, and in particular to small businesses? (a) What evidence 
supports your proposed modifications? (b) How would these modifications affect 
the costs the Guides impose on businesses, and in particular on small businesses? 
(c) 1I0w would these modifications affect the benefits to consumers? 

In response to Question IS. SGC identi fies a number of issues that should be addressed in the 
Guides. Addressing these issues would constitute modifications that would increase the benefits 
of the Guides to businesses. 

(11)	 What significant costs, including costs of compliance, have the Guides imposed 
on businesses, and in particular on small businesses? What evidence supports the 
asserted costs'? 

Although SUC has no specific evidence concerning the costs the Guides have imposed on other 
businesses, the Guides require time and resources to review the Guides and obtain or develop a 
"reasonable basis" to support advertising claims. Moreover, SUC has had to review their own 
advertising claims to determine whether the claims comply with the Guides and, if they do not, 
revise them accordingly. Regardless of whether that review is done in-house or it is done by 
third-party specialists or lawyers outside the business, it costs time and money. However, it is 
time and money well spent to insure that the claims that are being made are not unfair or 
deceptive to the consumer. 

The Guides also benefit businesses and, in some cases, may help them save money. The Guides 
"describe the basic clements necessary to substantiate claims within each category and present 
options for qualifying specific claims to avoid deception." 72 Fed. Reg. at 66092. Moreover, 
"ltJhe illustrative qualifications provide 'safe harbors' for marketers who want certainty about 
how to make environmental claims." Jd. Businesses therefore can follow the Guides and, as 
long as their environmental marketing claims are consistent with the Guides, have some 
assurance that they won't be subject to a Commission enforcement action under the FTC Act. 15 
lJ.S.c. § 45. Similarly, businesses can try to fit within these safe harbors and short-circuit the 
advertising review processes that otherwise would require more time and expense to complete. 
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Revising the Guides to provide more such safe harbors could help companies reduce their 
compliance costs. 

Notwithstanding the benefits that may result from more comprehensive Guides. the FTC should 
proceed cautiously to ensure that any revisions to the Guides do not inadvertently impose 
unwarranted costs on businesses. 

(13)	 What evidence is available concerning the degree of industry compliance with the 
Guides? (a) To what extent has there been a reduction in deceptive 
environmental claims since the Guides were issued? Please provide any 
supporting evidence. Does this evidence indicate that the Guides should be 
modified? If so why. and how? If not. why not? (b) To what extent have the 
Guides reduced marketers' uncertainty about which claims might lead to FTC law 
cnfi.Hcement actions? Please provide any supporting evidence. Does this 
evidence indicate that the Guides should be modified? If so why. and how'? If 
not. why not? 

As indicated throughout SGC"s comments. there arc violations of the Guides for the Use of 
Environmental Marketing Claims. but the Guides provide guidance for the conscientious 
advertiser and a tool to challenge those advertisers that do not comply with the Guides. 

( 14)	 Are there claims addressed in the Guides on which guidance is no longer needed? 
If so. explain. Please provide supporting evidence. 

Based on SGCs experience with environmental marketing claims. as well as the claims made by 
some of SOCs competitors. all of the categories of claims addressed in the current Guides 
continue to be relevant. As indicated in SOC's comments. there are claims that should be added 
to the Guides. but no claims presently addressed in the Guides should be deleted. 

(15)	 What potentially unfair or deceptive environmental marketing claims, if any, are 
not covered by the Guides? (a) What evidence demonstrates the existence of 
such claims? (b) With reference to such claims, should the Guides be modified? 
Ifso why. and how? Ifnot, why not? 

SGC has identified the following unfair or deceptive environmental marketing claims that are not 
currently covered by the Guides but should be: 

•	 Government Approvals/Certifications - Some environmental marketing claims falsely 
represent that a particular product is approved or certified by federal or state agencies 
because of its environmental characteristics. There is a provision in the FTC's Home 
Insulation Rule that specifically prohibits making false or misleading references to 
government approvals or standards. 16 C.F.R. § 460.21. Although some insulation 
companies may violate that prohibition, the presence of the Rule enables such claims to 
be authoritatively challenged. Similar language may be extremely useful in the Guides 
because many government agencies have created guidelines on the acquisition of 
environmentally preferable products and services. Because a government agency has 
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established recycled content requirements for a particular product does not mean that the 
government agency has certified, approved or endorsed that particular product. Yet that 
is exactly what some companies do. Specifically, some cellulose insulation companies 
claim that their products are approved or endorsed by the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission ('TPSC") because the CPSC regulates cellulose insulation as a fire threat. 
16 C.F.R. Part 1209. This is inaccurate and deceives customers. Regulation of a product 
is significantly different from approvaL endorsement or certification. SGC urges the FTC 
to incorporate into the Guides the concept that any representation that government bodies 
certified or approved the product must be truthful and set forth in documentation that will 
be made available upon request by the FTC. consumers, or competitors. Documentation 
of any government certification. endorsement or approval must be in the possession of 
the advertiser at the time the claim is made. 

•	 Climate and Carbon Neutral Claims - With increased frequency, advertisements feature 
claims that a product or service is "climate neutral" or "carbon neutral." soc urges the 
FTC to require verifiable quantification as to how a product has achieved a climate or 
carbon neutral product. For example. the Harvard School of Public Health has conducted 
a number of studies that document the amount of pollution reduced through the use of 
increased insulation. Other products making similar claims should be required to have 
adequate substantiation. 

•	 Energy Savings Claims - Energy savings has become a popular claim to make. The 
insulation industry has been making energy savings claims for decades. The claims made 
within the insulation industry are subject to specific requirements set forth in the Home 
Insulation Rule, 16 C.F.R. Part 460. These requirements mandate that disclosures be 
made that energy savings may vary and any specific energy savings claim or money 
saving must haw a reasonable basis. Manufacturers are required to maintain records of 
all data upon which its energy savings claims are based. With the increased emphasis on 
environmental issues in all advertising, many other products and services are claiming to 
save energy. For example, Hummelstein Recycling claims that its services saves energy 
and its advertisements provide specific energy savings achieved from the recycling of 
certain products. In fairness, the FTC should impose precisely the same type of 
requirements on all advertisements making energy savings claims that the FTC imposed 
upon the insulation industry. sue and other insulation manufacturers have invested 
significant resources in creating a database of information that substantiates the energy 
savings achieved through insulation products. In fact, the Department of Energy, the 
Environmental Protection Agency, and a variety of other federal and state agencies 
promote the use of insulation as one of the most, if not the most, efTective means to 
improve energy savings. Even the FTC itself acknowledges that insulation provides 
significant energy savings. Despite this broad recognition that insulation saves energy, 
the insulation industry is required to follow specific rules in advertising energy claims 
and must be meticulous in substantiating its claims. If producers of other services or 
products wish to make energy savings claims. the Guides should mandate just as exacting 
requirements as are imposed upon the insulation industry. 
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•	 Non-Toxic Claims - Toxicity issues are no longer limited exclusively to the health and 
safety arena. Many products make claims of being non-toxic or non-hazardous because it 
has become an important attribute of environmental preferability and sustainability. 
Cellulose and colton insulation manufacturers frequently make claims that their products 
are non-toxic and non-hazardous. Yd both of these insulation products apply toxic fire 
retardants to their products in amounts up to 25 percent by weight. These fire retardants 
are toxic and are regulated as hazardous substances under the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration's ("OSHA") HAZCOM Standard. Because non-toxic claims are 
very persuasive and compelling to consumers. it is imperative that false non-toxic claims 
be prohibited. SUC suggests that the FTC specifically prohibit non-toxic claims from 
products that contain substances that are regulated as toxic or hazardous environmental 
substances in amounts of 10 percent by weight or higher. 

•	 Safe and Carcinogen-Free - Similar to claims that a product is non-toxic. specific 
manufacturers make claims that their products are safe or "not a carcinogen" or "no 
carcinogens."' The FTC should require that such claims he based on scientific studies. 
Just because a product is inadequately tested or untested does not mean it is safe or "not a 
carcinogen."' Ignorance should not be rewarded; an untested product should not be given 
the benefit of the doubt. Nor should a product be promoted as safe or "free of health 
risks" simply because its manufacturers have neglected responsible product stewardship 
and refused or failed to test the product. Claims that a product is safe and "not a 
carcinogen" should not be allowed when this really means the product is untested as to its 
carcinogenicity. 

•	 Embodied Energy - Claims that a product has low embodied energy can be misleading. 
Embodied energy should be established through a life cycle assessment. If a life cycle 
assessment has not been conducted on the product, it may be ditlicult to accurately state 
whether or not the embodied energy is low. Moreover. life cycle assessments can vary 
significantly in scope depending on where the ultimate life cycle assessment begins and 
ends. These variations can easily alter the conclusion. The possibility of such variation 
should be acknowledged to consumers and any claims about embodied energy required 
additional language that qualifies the claim by disclosing its uncertainty and variability or 
discloses the methodology's beginning and end points. 

•	 Bogus and Misleading "Docs Not Contain" Claims - Claims that a product docs not 
contain a particular substance can be useful when consumers would otherwise expect the 
named substance to be present in the product, but can be misleading and confusing when 
used in other contexts. When a product is labeled or advertised as not containing a 
particular materiaL it creates a perception by the public that the identified material is in 
some way bad. Such claims about what a product does not contain therefore have the 
potential to be misleading and abused for competitive or deceptive purposes. To take an 
extreme hypothetical example. a processed fruit drink that boldly proclaims that it docs 
not contain cyanide might unnecessarily scare consumers and lead to the erroneous 
assumption that some other competing fruit drink may contain cyanide. Unnecessary and 
irrelevant "does not contain" claims that unfairly disparage competing products by 
association or other means can also be misleading for the public. Again, using a 
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hypothetical example, a processed fruit drink that is advertised as containing no "cyanide, 
arsenic, or apple juice" would unfairly disparage apple juice competitors by implying 
without any basis that apple juice presented a potential health concern. 

Some insulation manufacturers arc currently using such misleading advertising practices. For 
example, an advertisement may feature a claim that states NO "asbestos, formaldehyde, fiber 
glass, or rock wool fibers." Another advertisement may state that the product does not contain 
any "irritating, abrasive. airborne glass tiber particles." These types of claims provide no 
meaningful information to consumers because they are silent as to whether the product 
advertised, in both of these cases cellulose insulation, is irritating or creates airborne fibers. A 
review of a Material Safety Data Sheet for cellulose insulation would reveal that the chemical 
fire retardants used on cellulose insulation products are irritating and that the National Institute 
for Occupational Safety and Health CNIOSH") recommends that people handling cellulose 
insulation use dust masks because of airborne fiber and dust. Certainly the consumer reading 
that advertisement would conclude or assume that cellulose insulation is not irritating and poses 
no exposure to fibers or dust. This is not true. Moreover, the assertion unfairly disparages fiber 
glass and rock and slag wool insulation products. This disparagement is both direct - by the use 
of derogatory comments about competing products such as "irritant" - and indirect - by 
implying that the absence of fiber glass and rock wool is a beneficial attribute. Such an 
implication is unwarranted and unfair. 

It is unfair and misleading for advertisements to provide meaningless information about what a 
product does not contain and omit any mention of what the advcrtiscd product does contain. 
Historically, the FTC has closely scrutinized such comparisons. In Adria Lahs. Inc. 103 F.T.C. 
512 (1984), the Commission required manufacturers of an analgesic to cease and desist 
promoting their product as aspirin-free or safer than aspirin-containing substances unless 
accompanied by a conspicuous disclosure that its analgesic has side eflects of its own. SGC 
urges the FTC to incorporate similar guidelines into the Guides. 

It is important that the fTC recognize that claims dealing with the constituents that make up a 
product are very much a part of today"s environmental/green landscape. Therefore, revisions to 
the Guides that discourage and restrict bogus "does not contain" claims would be timely, 
relevant and extremely beneficial to consumers and businesses. The Guides should mandate 
that products that make statements about what their products do not contain must disclose 
information on the properties and content or the products advertised. For example, if a cellulose 
insulation advertiser claims that its product does not contain irritating tiber glass, the cellulose 
insulation advertising must disclose that cellulose insulation does contain irritating tire retardants 
such as ammonium sulfate and boric acid. Similarly. the Guides should prohibit use of such 
"does not contain" claims where they are directed at constituents in competing products. 
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( 17) Do the Guides overlap or conflict with other federal. state, or local laws or 
regulations? [1' so how? (a) What evidence supports the asscI1ed conflicts'? 
(0) With reference to the asserted conflicts, should the Guides be modified? If so 
why, and how? [f not, why not? (c) [5 there evidence concerning whether the 
Guides have assisted in promoting national consistency with respect to the 
regulation of environmental claims? If so, please provide that evidence. 

The Guides overlap with an ever-increasing number of local government regulatory requirements 
and quasi-regulatory or industry standards, such as those of the National Association of Home 
Builders. the U.S. Green Building Council, the City of Austin, and others. Many of the 
regulations and quasi-regulatory standards do not address environmental marketing claims per 
se. but they do prescribe standards for environmental performance and criteria for concepts such 
as. among others, "green," "sustainable:' "environmentally friendly," that onen are repeated as 
environmental marketing claims in many businesses' advertising. These standards/regimes vary 
in quality and there!IJre consumer utility. 

Accordingly, the FTC should assert the primacy of the Guides over all environmental claims. 
Moreover SGC recommends that the FTC impose, to the maximum extent practicable, federal 
preemption to address the conflicting requirements. The FTC should consider preempting state 
and local laws and regulations that are inconsistent with or frustrate the purposes of the Guides. 1l 

(18)	 Are there international laws, regulations. or standards with respect to 
environmental marketing claims that the Commission should consider as it 
reviews the Guides, such as the International Organization for Standardization 
(" ISO") 14021, Environmental Labels and DecIarations~SeIf-Declared 
Environmental Claims? If so, what are they? Should the Guides be modified in 
order to harmonize with these international laws, regulations, or standards? [f so 
why, and how? Irnot, why not? 

SGC recognizes that harmonizing the Guides with international laws, regulations, or standards 
could make commerce more efficient and benefit both consumers and businesses. For example, 
it could enhance consumers' ability to comparison-shop products from around the world on the 
basis or consistent environmental marketing claims and promote international trade by 
eliminating the burdens associated with multiple regulatory regimes and any different advertising 
and product labeling requirements. Indeed, advertising materials and product packaging could 
be used worldwide. 

However. this might not be achievable for a number of reasons, including contlicting regulatory 
requirements, the administrative hurdles of regularly revising the Guides to keep them current 
and in harmony with international requirements, and ditTerences in products. Once a harmonized 
system has been adopted by many nations and thousands of businesses, the obstacles and barriers 
to maintaining, changing or modifying, updating, and revising the system may be enormous. 

I, See R-valuc Rule. 16 CFR 460.23.b ("State and local laws and regulations that are inconsistent with. or frustrate 
the purposes of. the provisions of this regulation are preempted. However, a State or local government may petilion 
Ihe Commission, for good cause. to permit the enforcement of any part of a State or local law or regulation that 
would be preempted by this section.") 
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This burden could be alleviated by incorporating by reference such international laws. 
regulations or standards, but to do so would abdicate to others the FTC's control over the content 
of the Guides. While SOC believes the FTC still should consult other relevant sources, including 
international ones. SOC would oppose any etTort to harmonize because of the tremendous etTort 
and delay that would surely follow. In the event the FTC determines that it should modify the 
Guides in order to harmonize them with international laws, regulations. or standards, the FTC 
should proceed cautiously to the extent such international laws, regulations, or standards were 
developed without any due process as to American companies and people. 

B.	 Specific Issues 

(2)	 Should the Guides be revised to include guidance regarding "sustainable" 
claims'? If so, why, and what guidance should be provided? If not, why not? 
(a) What evidence supports making your proposed revision(s)? (b) What 
evidence is available concerning consumer understanding of the term 
"sustainable"? (c) What evidence constitutes a reasonable basis to support a 
"sustainable" claim? 

Sustainability claims in advertisements and promotional materials are multiplying rapidly. Many 
of these sustainability claims seem exaggerated and irresponsible, so the FTC might be tempted 
to address this issue in the Guides. Yet to provide specific guidance, the FTC would need to 
come to some definition of "sustainability." There is no clear, concise definition of 
sustainability. To attempt a succinct and understandable definition of sustainability would cast 
the FTC into a quagmire. Conceivably, sustainability is anything that fosters the general welfare 
of the entire planet. That encompasses not just the environment. but the economy. public health. 
and every other facet of life. Indeed, sustainability is a systems concept, and cannot be narrowed 
down to one or two single attributes. 

Therefore. SOC strongly urges the FTC to avoid tackling the onerous and possibly unachievable 
task of defining the specific attributes of sustainability as part of this proceeding. Instead. SOC 
requests that the FTC focus its effort on applying its advertising substantiation standard to all 
sustainability claims. See "FTC Policy Statement Regarding Advertising Substantiation." 
Appended to Thompson Medical Co., 104 F.T.C. 648. 839 (1984), affd 791 F.2d 189 (D.C. Cir. 
1986). cert. denied. 479 U.S. 1086 (1987) (available at 
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/guides/ad3subst.htm).This would require that all sustainability claims 
be accurate and free from false or misleading clements. More importantly. all sustainability 
claims would be required to have a reasonable basis in fact. 

That reasonable hasis is. of course, substantiation.? The substantiation requirement exists 
because every time an advertiser makes an objective claim, the advertiser implies that there is a 
reasonahle basis behind the c1aim.x SGC urges that the FTC also require that the substantiation 
be available to the FTC and the public. including competitors. upon request. This allows both 
the FTC and those policing their own industry to effectively keep claims and assertions 
responsible. Even though the established law and FTC's policy already mandates substantiation 

7 hllp:/iwww.ftc.govtillccl:hcs/starek/nima96d4.shtm. 
K Ihid. 
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of claims. it is not widely known and it bears repeating here so that the fundamental concept is 
not lost. 

(3)	 Should the Guides be revised to include guidance regarding "'renewable" claims? 
If so, why, and what guidance should be provided? If not, why not? (a) What 
evidence supports making your proposed revision(s)? (b) What evidence is 
available concerning consumer understanding of the term "renewable"? 
(c) What evidence constitutes a reasonable basis to support a "renewable" 
claim? 

SGC supports providing guidance on claims of renewability. Nonetheless, creating that guidance 
may be problematic because there is ongoing debate as to the definition of renewable. For 
example. the U.S. Green Building Council ("USGBC'") limits renewable resources to such things 
as agrifibers. soy bean products, bamboo and cork. This is far too limiting, and there are many 
who disagree with the constricted scope of renewable resources envisioned by the USGBC. 
Specifically, fiber glass, as with all glass products, relies upon sand as its primary raw material. 
Geological studies have concluded that sand renews itself and should be considered renewable. 
Geologist H. Kuenne "estimated that during each and every second in the incredibly long past 
the number of quartz grains on earth has increased by 1,000 million grains!"!) Dr. Nelson R. 
Shaffer concluded that "sand is considered a renewable, even rapidly renewable resource."IO 
ShatTer reports that sand deposits are increased daily by the normal. ongoing geological 
processes that generate new deposits of sand in the hundreds of millions of tons each year. The 
renewability of sand makes it the most abundant mineral on earth. It can be found virtually 
everywhere. The United States Geological Service estimates that known deposits of sand can 
satisfy expected demands for centuries. In essence. silica sand resources are virtually 
inexhaustible. I I Many of the problems mentioned above regarding "sustainability" apply equally 
to renewability. 

Despite the abundance of sand and natural processes that continue to renew sand deposits. sand 
would not satisfy the USGBC's definition of renewable because it is not agriculturally based, If 
the fTC provides guidance on renewable claims. SGC strongly urges the Commission to 
approach renewability broadly and recognize that there is no consensus on what should be 
treated as a renewable resource. 

') Pettijohn, Potter and Seiver, Sand lind Sandl'lone (New York, New York: Springer-Verlag, 1073). p. 7, 
\0 Nelson Shaffer. "The .,">'onds o/Time," 
Il/hid.	 ' 
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(4)	 The Guides provide that a recyc \cd content claim may be made only for materials 
that have been recovered or otherwise diverted from the solid waste stream, either 
during the manufacturing process or attcr consumer use. Do the current Guides 
provide sufficient guidance for recycled content claims for textile products? If so 
why? If not, why not, and what guidance should be provided? What evidence 
supports making your proposed revision(s)? 

SGC urges the FTC to retain its current guidance that allows recycled content claims to be based 
on materials that have been diverted from the solid waste stream during the manufacturing 
process or after consumer lise. The intent of any recycling is to divert materials entering the 
solid waste stream from filling the nation's landfills. Whether the diverted material is pre- or 
post-consumer, it still will occupy landfill space unless diverted and recycled. The volume of 
material is the issue. not its exact route to the landfill. 

There arc advocates for limiting recycled content claims to the use of post-consumer materials. 
Such a practice would be a disincentive to manufacturers who currently use pre-consumer 
materials. Such a disruption in the marketplace could shift attention away from the need to 
reduce waste materials from entering landfills and cause a new influx of pre-consumer waste into 
the landfills. Consumers are interested in recycled content claims because the idea that a product 
contains materials diverted from the dump appeals to them, not necessarily that the material 
diverted from the landfill originated in the neighbor's trash. 

SGe urges the FTC to recognize that selecting a product based strictly on a higher recycled 
content percentage may be more harmful to the environment than choosing a product with a 
lower recycled content percentage. The product with the lower recycled content may not require 
the use of valuable natural resources and may generate less pollution than a product with a higher 
recycled content. The environmental benefits of a product are a function of many characteristics, 
including energy efficiency, renewability of raw materials, product performance, longevity of 
product performance, embodied energy, recycled content, product packaging, transportation and 
distribution impacts. use and reuse, recyclable characteristics, and disposal. Despite this vast 
array of environmental attributes, many advocates of environmentally-friendly product choices 
focus exclusively on recycled content. Certainly recycled content is the most immediately 
noticeable and most readily grasped environmental characteristic. but to promote a product as 
environmentally beneficial or environmental friendly simply because of recycled content is 
deceptive and misleading. 

Indeed. such a narrow assessment of environmental attributes has been discouraged by the 
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA,,).12 The EPA recognizes that an environmental benefit 
is a function of numerous attributes, not just one or two. The EPA specifically noted that one
dimensional assessment of a product. for example. recycled content, could blind the purchaser to 
environmental impacts whose severity may outweigh the benefits exhibited in the one favored 
aspect. 13 

12 60 Fed. Reg. 50,722,50.728 (1995). 
I> Ihid. 
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SGC suggests that the FTC mandate disclosure language when a product links recycled content 
to environmental benefits. The disclosure language could simply alert the consumer to the fact 
that environmental bendits can be derived from numerous attributes and that additional 
information beyond recycled content may be desirable. 

(5)	 The Guides suggest that recycled content be calculated on the annual weighted 
average of a product. Should the Guides be revised to include alternative 
method(s) of calculating recycled content, e.g., based on the average recycled 
content within a product line, or an average amount of recycled content used by a 
manufacturer across many or all of its product lines? If so, why, and what is the 
appropriate method(s) of calculation'? If not, why not? What evidence supports 
making your proposed revision(s)? 

SGC strongly urges the FTC to retain the current recycled content calculation formula which is 
an annual weighted average of a product. Many industries have made substantial investments in 
processes and materials procurement, as well as marketing materials. For example, in the 
insulation industry, fiber glass and rock and slag wool insulation products contain recycled 
content. Fiber glass uses glass cullet and slag wool and rock wool use blast furnace slag. For the 
fiber glass manufacturers, suitable glass cullet is not always available on a consistent and 
continuous basis from recyclers. Finally, process upsets, low throughput and other technical 
limitations will cause a substantial variance in the amount of glass cullet that can be used at any 
given time. For those manufacturing reasons, calculated recycled content must be done on a 
longer time frame, so the FTC's annual weighted basis is appropriate. The State of California 
requires that fiber glass production contain at least 30 percent, by weight, recycled cullet. 14 This 
percentage is to be calculated in tons used on an annual basis. 15 If the FTC changed its 
requirement, the revised requirement would be in conflict with State of California requirements 
for fiber glass manufacturers. 

'.1 California Public Resources Code. Division 12.9 ~ 19522(b). 
I~ California Public Resources Code, Division 12.9 § 19510 and 19511. 
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